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 (108.4 KB) Downloaded: 619 times A companion island to the already existing wasteland island v 0.1.1.0 trainer.rar (56.5 KB) Downloaded: 319 times The final version of the game of the promised island with wasteland island v 1.0.1.0 trainer.rar (110 KB) Downloaded: 60 times A new island with new game modes and changes. Arks of city for 1 player, arks of survival for 2 players, arks of coop for
4 players, arks of ssp for 6 players, arks of cnc for 8 players, arks of sss for 10 players and arks of scc for 12 players. Each ark have different game modes. In arks of coop survival mode the goal is to reach the last survivor on each level. In arks of survival there is a number of time rounds and every player need to survive until the round is finished. In arks of city the goal is to survive as long as you can
on each round and try to be the last man standing. In arks of cnc the goal is to destroy as many blocks as possible and get as much points as you can. In arks of ssp you need to survive as long as you can in the water. In arks of sss you need to survive in the water as long as you can. In arks of scc you need to survive as long as you can in the air. Game Features 6 arks, 6 arks modes 6 arks modes Surviving

surviving Survival in water Survival in water Survival in air Survival in air Survival in snow Survival in snow Survival in lava Survival in lava Survival in bricks Survival in bricks Survival in metal Survival in metal Survival in ice Survival in ice Survival in sand Survival in sand Survival in swamp Survival in swamp Survival in forest Survival in forest Survival in desert Survival in desert Survival in
volcano Survival in volcano Survival in old ruins Survival in old ruins Survival in cave Survival in cave Survival in zombie village Survival in zombie village Survival in mummies Survival in mummies Survival in alien Survival in alien Survival in giant 82157476af
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